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Editorial

I’m delighted to be able to present offerings
from a number of contributors this month,
including Gert Nieuwoudt’s new project of a
nearly-three-metre Minimoa  — where he’s
rejecting the foam / veneer flying surfaces and
going for the good old traditional built-up
structure.  This of course offers double the
enjoyment . . . building and flying!

I understand that David Connelly is well along
with the construction of a quarter-scale K-7
which I certainly look forward to seeing on our
field, although I understand he also plans it for
aero-tow at the Swiss Farm.

David is one of our “migratory birds” — as
Hilton O’Heffernan was.  He’s about to head
for the UK for three months, returning when the 
weather here warms up a bit.

He plans on attending numerous meetings in
the UK and has promised me pictures and
writing from more than one aero-tow meeting. 

*  *  *
Donald Flint obviously knows how I love bits
of useless information!  This arrived in the mail
a couple of days ago —

On the first Thursday of May, at two
minutes and three seconds after 1 am, the
time and date will be —

01:02:03 04/05/06

 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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This situation can never ever happen again !

*  *  *
Some of you may remember the original series
of “Oh, Shit!” posters.  This one, one of the
earliest and probably the most famous, has
lived on my desk for many years  . . . 

 . . . but in the process of sifting through a
collection of very elderly SE originals — from
the days where originals had to be printed and
then photocopied — this one surely qualifies to
join the series — the full movie clip was shown
on TV some years ago.  

It is said that the B-52 doesn’t respond well to
violent control inputs when in landing
configuration, and this one was involved in

practising missed approaches.  I think the title
could well be modified to “Oh, Shiiiiit! ”

*  *  *
There are numerous readers who down-load the 
Southeaster from the Web, but it is no extra
hassle for me to e-mail it to you as soon as it is
finished, if you’d like it that way.  I send it out to 
several people at present and an extra name or
six makes no difference to my time-on-line.

If you’d like to be added to the list, simply send
me a message to that effect — address on front
page header.

*  *  *
It seems that Brian and I, as author and editor
respectively, were wrong in our understanding
of one aspect of the SAMAA insurance
mentioned in his Reflections in March.  

It seems that “member-to-member cover”
doesn’t mean what we thought it did, namely
“one member doing damage to another
member”.  In fact it specifically covers damage
to another member’s model !  

I apologise to our readers for this mis-
conception and for any false ideas to which it
may have lead.

Brian should soon be co-opted onto a “standing
committee” charged with oversight of the
SAMAA Insurance cover and we look forward
to hearing what comes of it all.  One of the first
questions many would like answered is —

“Does everyone want  this (model) cover?”, and

“What does this member-to-member cover cost
the average flier?”

A recent SAMAA News offers specific cover
for models.  Why duplicate insurance cover?

*  *  * 
Ever stop to think how you maltreat your radio
equipment and still expect it to work?  This
came from Nigel Creevy a week ago —

“The other day there was a plaintive cry for
assistance from another South African living in
Leatherhead.  “My transmitter is mixing
channels and doing all sorts of funny things.” 
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Large photo files were transferred back and
forth.  Arriving here barely squashed a little and
sent back, much smaller, with helpful comments
such as clean here, test that wire for resistance,
and so on . . .  

Eventually he put it back together and found that
it worked perfectly.  Last comment though was
that he’d been flying in the rain!

Ja-well-no-fine!

*  *  *
After the mention in March of the Wasp
micro-flier and its indoor endurance record,
there seems to have been a bit of a run on micro
models . . .

Tiny Flyer Navigates Like Fly 
By Tracy Staedter, Discovery News  

April 11, 2006 — An ultralight autonomous
aircraft that mimics the navigational abilities of 
a fly could one day become a real fly on the
wall. 

The 10-gram microflyer, being developed by a
team of researchers led by Dario Floreano at the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Lausanne, has a 36-centimeter (14-inch)
wingspan, but it could one day be shrunk to
insect size and used for search and rescue. 

“A lot of groups are taking inspiration from
insects but none of them have been able to
reach that with an indoor flying system,” said
research scientist and project leader,
Jean-Christophe Zufferey. 

Autonomous indoor flight presents scientists
with particular technological challenges that
nature has already overcome. 

“Indoor environments are really tough,” said
Erik Steltz, a PhD candidate in electrical

engineering at the University of California,
Berkeley. “There are so many things to bang
off of I believe this is the best approach out
there to do indoor guidance for aircraft.”

*
 . . . and Izak Theron sent me this pic of what is
said to be the lightest known RC model in the
world — all 1 g of it!

More info on —

http://members.dodo.com.au/
        %7Edaviddewit/

*
 . . . and a feature on the Nürnberg Model
Show proclaimed that “RC gets smaller and
smaller.  This little Hellcat  on the Macgregor
Industries stand will fly in the smallest of
spaces.”

*  *  *
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Also from Donald Flint, this piece of nostalgia in the form of a photo
from a Slope Nationals of 1999, 2000 or 2001 — 

John Lightfoot  — pilot, scientist, mathematician and scribe
    Rob van der Linden — CD, surgeon, modeller, piano- and base-player
        Norman “Mush” Hide — surfer, modeller and general crazy guy extraordinaire
            Ian Samson — train spotter/watcher/photographer and violinist

And then, on the absolute opposite end of the
spectrum, I found this in my latest QEFI.  

Germany seems to have a wonderful run of
hobby / model exhibitions.  Nürnberg may well 
be the best-known but this was at Sinsheim,
where Plettenberg had their biggest motor on
show — the Predator.  Just compare the motor
with the fingers holding it!

It is claimed to have an output of 11 kW, giving
30 kg of thrust from a 30 x 10 prop.  They don’t 
admit what voltage it likes, nor what current it
draws, but even at 40 V it will draw over 250 A, 
where 3 mm brazing rods will hardly be thick
enough conductors!

*  *  *
My reserve of articles / jokes is running low —
replenishment will be appreciated!

- - - o o O o o - - -
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  Reflections of The Chair

            Brian Mulder

Didn’t April month fly past quickly?   With all
the Public and Easter holidays, the month
certainly moved by in a flash.  

Strangely enough, the ‘kinder’ weather patterns 
that normally accompany April seemed not to
materialize.  In fact, I recall visiting the flying
field on only two occasions this past month —
and of those two Sunday mornings, only one
had good weather.  

All is not lost for April though, as an old man in
a red car won a Grand Prix!  That race pretty
much gave me my ‘fix’ for the month.  Maybe
May month will present better flying weather
though.

* 
Just before going to press, Bob Skinner,
SAMAA Administrator, sent e-mails to John
and me, stating that the excess payable for the
‘Brits incident’ was R5000.  Bob admits not
having read my comments in the March SE, but 
from other information passed on from John, it
would appear that I have misinterpreted some
detail regarding the insurance Policy as detailed 
in the November issue of the SAMAA News.  

It would seem that the member-to-member
cover, and the accompanying R10k excess, has
nothing to do with what I assumed it was about.   
It is in fact cover for an individual’s aircraft that 
gets ‘shot down’ or destroyed by another
member’s actions.  Unfortunately, this detail
(“this policy also provides the very difficult to
obtain, but essential member-to-member
cover”) was not referenced anywhere in the
SAMAA news article.   

Another quote from the SAMAA article — 

“In reality the purpose of the SAMAA insurance
policy is to cover the big accidents and not the
odd scrapes, bangs and dings associated with
everyday flying, hence the R10 000 excess
payable to the policy.”

That paragraph is certainly misleading as well,
and ought to have stated a value of R5000,
based on what was described in the paragraph.  
Bob Skinner however did state the following in
his e-mail —  

The write-up that appeared in the November
SAMAA News was a little confusing in that it
stated firstly that the excess was R10k, and later
in the schedule, stating that third-party claims
were subject to a R5k excess   

Okay then . . . so based on all of this, I am sure I
can be forgiven for my error . . . Can I? ;-)     

So how does this bit of additional detail change
what I laid out in the March Reflections?  

Well, in simple terms, there is no distinction
between a SAMAA member and somebody
who is not, when involved with an accident or
similar event with a claim of up to R5000 —
you are faced with the whole claim!  Only then
does the Insurance kick in and you are liable for 
an excess of R5000 for claims up to R500k.
Beyond that, you pay an excess of 1% of the
claim.

That said though, I am still of the opinion that
the excess of R5000 is totally unrealistic and
unacceptable.  The excess value ought be under 
R1000 or for that matter, zero excess, as would
be the case in Germany, so I have been told. 
But then, this is South Africa and we are all
used to being ripped off one way or the other. 
The Gravy Train has gotta keep moving  
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I understand that I am to be invited to be part of
the committee on Insurance, Chaired by Johan
Sieling, to look at and keep an eye on the whole
issue of SAMAA Insurance.

I’ll keep you informed of what I learn!

To back pedal to the member-to-member cover
issue, I must say it has surprised me more than a 
little.  Flying radio control aircraft has always
been a risky affair, and until reading about the
Roxsure Model Aeroplane Personal Lines
Group Scheme advert in SAMAA News, I did
not know that such insurance was even
obtainable.  

The R10k excess in the SAMAA policy
however, renders the cover pretty much useless
for the great majority of us members though.
Just how many people fly aircraft that have
values substantially higher than R10k?  A select 
few I suspect.  Therefore, the “ESSENTIAL”
member-to-member cover is not really required 
is it?  To be fair, I do not know what percentage
this part of the cover impacts on the overall
insurance premium.  If it were of negligible
percentage, I would not bother about it, but if it
did have an impact, it ought to be scrapped.
Those who need it can now get the Roxsure one 
as advertised.   

Now, regarding the Roxsure Model Aeroplane
insurance, the following detail is listed in the
advert —

“For the first time  in Africa you as the
consumer will be able to insure your model
aeroplane whilst in use.”

Huh!!  Now I am confused!  Is this not what the
SAMAA member-to-member insurance is
about?   Is SAMAA not the first to offer this
form of insurance to its members?

*    
Proficiency Ratings
I sent an e-mail to Johan Sieling mid-April or
so, but have failed to hear from him.  Being a
holiday month and all, perhaps Johan is away
somewhere.  Will keep trying to contact him.

For those of you who don’t know, Johan Sieling 
has been appointed to handle the profienceny
ratings that ought be reflected on our SAMAA
cards.  We need to identify who will have the
responsibility of identifying/specifying/testing
an individual’s proficiency.  Hopefully we can
make some progress in this area soon.   

            Brian  

While taxiing at London’s Gatwick
Airport the crew of a US Air flight
departing for Fort Lauderdale made a
wrong turn and came nose to nose with a
United 727.

An irate female ATC ground controller
lashed out at the US Air crew screaming,
“US Air 2771 where the hell are you
going?  I told you to turn right onto
Charlie taxiway!  You turned right on
Delta!  Stop right there.  I know it’s
difficult for you to tell the difference
between C and D but get it right!”

Continuing her rage to the embarrassed
crew she was now shouting hysterically,
“God!  Now you’ve screwed everything
up!  It’ll take forever to sort this out! You
stay right there and don’t move till I tell

you to!  You can expect progressive taxi
instructions in about half an hour and I
want you to go exactly where I tell you
when I tell you and how I tell you!  You
got that US Air 2771?”

“Yes ma’am” the humbled crew
responded.

Naturally the ground control
communications frequency fell terribly
silent after the verbal bashing of US Air
2771.  Nobody wanted to chance engaging 
the irate ground controller in her current
state of mind.  Tension in every cockpit
around Gatwick was definitely running
high.

Then an unknown pilot broke the silence
asking, “Wasn’t I married to you once?”
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 Competition Scene

         Harry S. Hawk

Murphy must have had such a good time on
April the 1st that he was still in the nest on the
2nd!  That was the first day for the International 
Postal, but where were you lot???

Only Brian and JL appeared at the winch, and
Brian was still sans model!

The rest of you missed out on a rare and lovely
morning!  It rated a 4 on JL’s Thermal scale.
The two of them maxed nine of their ten flights
. . . only JL destroying their score by finding
massive sink on his final flight.  They are so out
of practice in landings that they often slid too
far or dug the nose in too early.  Brian still
complains bitterly about the response of the
Sagitta — but then still manages to outfly the
owner!  He was tracked down hunting for
plywood to work on his new big floater, so at
least the annoyance is being well directed.

*
The next two Sundays were windy (one also
being Easter Sunday) and the third one was a bit 
windy but with drizzle added.  Could it be that
winter is finally here?  

On the 23rd, despite the overcast sky, cold
breeze, occasional light drizzle and no
mountain visible, JL elected to venture down to
the field to see what fanatics / maniacs were

out, although he didn’t take any equipment with 
him!  He found Ed + three, flying light gliders
and occasional electrics, but they admitted that
it wasn’t really worth it, and after some
discussion, everyone departed — just as Paul-
the-Cash arrived, having been needled by JL to
come and fly the IPC.  Oh well — hopefully
next weekend.

*
Not a chance!  There was such a gale on the
30th that no one with any sense at all even
ventured off their nests!

Well, that took care of the Spring IPC — it’s
only about the second time we’ve missed
entering a score in about twenty years!

If anyone’s interested, it’s known as the Spring
IPC, although it’s actually autumn, because  the 
originators, and in fact most of the teams, are
based in the northern hemisphere . . .

*  *  *
And don’t forget, May is Postals month again!

You only need three pilots for this one . . .

- - - o o O o o - - -

total avg

Brian MULDER 357 353 352 357 357 2215 355
 Sagitta-900 90 95 90 95 70 88

John LIGHTFOOT 355 358 354 354 259 2145 336
 Sagitta-900 100 90 100 85 90 93

team score 4360

International Postal — April
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 Building a Scale Minimoa 

Gert Nieuwoudt

Having built from 2m to Open class gliders and
DLGs from balsa open structure to fully
composite gliders, I had an open space in my
hangar and education for a scale subject. 

After some thought I decided on the classic
Minimoa.  Actually I was sold on this idea
when I saw one fly so gracefully on a Radio
Carbon Art DVD.  Talk about love at first sight!

The Minimoa was built in the late 1930s by
Wolf Hirth and Martin Schempp who formed
the firm of Sport-flugzeubau Schempp-Hirth at
Göppingen.  Minimoa  is a short name for a
mini version of the larger Moazagotl  which
came from a flying wing design.  

The 1938 Rhön Contest was probably the peak
of the Minimoa’s career, where height records
were broken.  The sailplanes were not at that
time fitted with oxygen, radio or electrically
driven cloud-flying instruments. The pilots had
to rely on externally mounted venturis,
air-driven artificial horizons and Turn-and-
Banks, which could stop working in rain and
ice!  Without oxygen and with these
instruments, it is incredible now to learn that
there were 70 height climbs to above 3000
metres and that heights of 6-, 7- and 8000
metres were also reached.  Pilots had
desperate battles against turbulence, ice and
hail and lack of oxygen and often landed with 
their sailplanes riddled with hail holes.  As
far as is known, seven sailplanes broke up in
the clouds, among them were three
Minimoas . 

(More history is available at —

 http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/
      Homepage/Home.html ) 

Today there are four airworthy Minimoas as far 
as is known, and a number on display in
museums. With the help of MGASA group I
located a wealth of information (is it not
wonderful that so many like-minded people can 
share knowledge with the help of the web).
Dion Liebenberg, the local Graupner agent, let
me know the same day I started enquiring, that
he had a kit version lying in his shop for a few
years.  The Graupner kit comes with the
insignia HB-282 and canopy for the aircraft
belonging to Werner von Arx in Switzerland,
originally built by Hans Wullschleger. 

It crashed and was repaired over a long
period and upgraded with airbrakes and
blown canopy which gave it a modern
look.  The Graupner kit is no longer in
production and I am most probably
building the last one.  It is 1:6 scale, with
2,8m wing span which makes it a nice
size to fly regularly from winch or slope. 

At this stage I am almost finished with
the fuselage and tail feathers.  The kit
comes with all the hardware bits and
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pieces which make it a fast and easy build (mix
5min epoxy, shake box and viola).  

The amount of detail you want to
include is up to you.  The wings and
elevator are of foam and veneer
construction.  I have decided to
rebuild the elevator to the original
plans with an open structure look.  I
am still pondering on the idea of
doing the same with the wings,
although this is a massive task.  And
yes, I will  install a pilot in the
cockpit! 

(Oh boy! . . . a true modeller! JL) 

Well that is where I am now and I hope to tell
the rest of the story later.
          Gert

A woman brought a very limp duck
into a vet.

As she laid her pet on the table, the vet
pulled out his stethoscope and listened
to the bird’s chest.  After a moment or
two, the vet shook his head sadly and
said, “I’m so sorry, your duck has
passed away.”

The distressed owner wailed, “Are you
sure?”

“Yes, I’m quite sure.  The duck is
dead,” he replied.

“How can you be so sure,” she
protested. “I mean, you haven’t done
any testing on him or anything.  He
might just be in a coma or something.”

The vet rolled his eyes, turned around
and left the room and returned a few
moments later with a black Labrador
Retriever.  As the duck’s owner looked
on in amazement, the dog stood on his
hind legs, put his front paws on the
examination table and sniffed the
duck from top to bottom.  He then
looked at the vet with sad eyes and

shook his head.  The vet patted the dog
and took it out, and returned a few
moments later with a cat.  The cat
jumped up on the table and also
sniffed delicately at the bird. The cat
sat back on its haunches, shook its
head, meowed softly and strolled out of 
the room.

The vet looked at the woman and said,
“I’m sorry, but as I said, this is most
definitely, 100% certifiably, a dead
duck.”

Then the vet turned to his computer
terminal, hit a few keys and produced
a bill which he handed to the woman. 
The duck’s owner, still in shock, took
the bill.

“£150!”, she cried.

“£150 just to tell me my duck is dead?”

The vet shrugged. “I’m sorry but if
you’d taken my word for it at the
outset, the bill would have been £20,
but with the Lab Report and the Cat
Scan, it’s £150.
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 How d’ya do that? 

I have always wanted to publish little tricks and
ideas which might prove useful to modellers,
but with the advent of so many ARF models the 
art of creating a model has taken a back seat.

Some years ago there was a more or less regular 
column titled “Projects & Hints”, in which
these two ideas were first printed.

Electric models are making a much greater
impact (mostly figuratively!) at the flying field
and builders may find these suggestions for
airscoops useful.  Also, the serious increase in
power in recent years requires more cooling
and these scoops surely look better than a
simple hole in a fuselage.

They hardly need further explanation beyond
the need for some plastic spoons for the one and 
thin-walled plastic tube for the other.

*  *  *

The second idea provides a means of making
ultra-light tubes to guide aerials down
fuselages.

The best ultra-light tube is the basic plastic
drinking straw, but they are too short on their
own.  They can be joined using a piece of
Magic Tape — it’s best to insert a length of
wooden dowel to make them a bit more rigid
when applying the tape — but the neater
alternative is to put a short fold into the end of
one, so it can be inserted into the end of another
straw.  The final trick is to round the end of a
dowel which is a reasonable fit in the (inner)
straw with the fold, and then force the dowel
along until it reaches the fold and eases the fold
out to make a tight fit in the outer straw.

It is then adviseable to insert the aerial from the
end which has the first fold — just so it doesn’t
catch on the join.  (Same direction as arrow.)

*  *  *

Any other ideas for inclusion in this column will be gladly received!

- - - o o O o o - - -

Definition of a Zebra —

Das pinstripensuitenwearenfoddergeburnenklippenklopper
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Mark Williams

021 - 556 0458 083 430 1275
info@capesailplanes.com

Jazz
Wings are vacuum moulded glass and Herex

with living hinge ailerons.
The one-piece Carbon/Kevlar/fibreglass fuselage

is formed in a pressure matrix for
ultimate strength to weight ratio. 

Wing span 1800 mm  Wing area 33,5 dm2 
Length 985 mm  Airframe weight 650 g 

Wing airfoil RG15-8%

                R 2395

Mini Graphite
features a supremely light and strong airframe

made from fibreglass, carbon and Kevlar.
Carbon wipers installed to minimize drag. 
The MG has 1,9m two-piece wing for easy

transport and the section is the MH32.
Split flaps allow crow braking and camber

adjustment.Glider includes mounting
hardware,adjustable tow hook and Kevlar

     ballast tube.   R 3180
(An electric fuselage is also available.)

The new fully moulded glass and carbon
Solo

is smooth and fast and operates efficiently in a
wide range of conditions.  Super strong spar has
been tested to 45kg and this glider provides the

best bang for your buck around!

Wingspan 1950 mm  Wing area 33,5 dm2  
Length 1130 mm  Weight 660 g 

Wing airfoil RG-15 
                R  2095

New Supra      

wingspan 3400 mm  wing area 68,9 dm2

weight 1400 g
wing section AG-40 / AG-43

built-in ballast tubes
ailerons / flaps / rudder / elevator

There is a huge worldwide demand on this glider, 
so order now for August delivery!

Price to be announced soon.
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 Bill Vos Handicap — #3 — April 

Dave Greer

Pardon the late report — both Dennis and I
kripplepoot for different reasons at the mo.
Report below from Fred Wittstock, with thanks
to Fred and Rose for an immaculate scoring
job. 

As you can see we had twelve pilots on a
cloudy windy day but most pilots got their max
times in by riding the ridge.  Young Ryan lost
control of the Petrel and had to pull out after the 

first round.  Simon also had a scare, which I
think was being swamped by flying close to
other transmitters.  Also, Tim crashed his new
Graphite  by coming in too slow and stalling it.
Damage was not too bad, just broke the boat.

The only commentary to add is, after a quiet
2005, Warren looks to be putting his stamp on
the 2006 championship at the moment. 

Cheers
    Dave

Peter G Electric Apr

1 Brad Conlon 1000
2 Warren Butler 936
3 Simon Nelson 933
4 Paul Boswarva 606
5 Sheldon McGlone 460

1 Warren Butler 1000
2 John Coulson 996
3 Alan Sneedon 928
4 Tim Potter 913
5 Fred Wittstock 905
6 Don Slatter 825
7 Adrian Baker 816
8 Paul Boswarva 815
9 Brad Conlon 782

10 Ross Henderson 755
11 Ryan Nelson   (j) 470
12 Sheldon Macglone 115

 Bill Vos Handicap — re-run — #2 — March 
It was pretty much the last shot to refly the
weather-plagued March Bill Vos and the
weather teased with early morning gloom and
bluster, moderating into a magic if still cool and 
gloomy day for flying. 

The day started with F5J electric, whilst the
matrix was being drafted.  With 13 entries, it
was the ideal chance to try the free matrix,
which meant 10 flights slots instead of 12 and
yours truly making it in time to watch the start
of the San Marino Grand Prix. ;-) 

It was the usual suspects, Brad and Warren,
slugging it out in F5J with poor old Sheldon
looking at an excellent last maxing flight only
to have the Cumulus rear up and fall on its
back, swamped by another radio as it over-flew

another landing spot.  Helpers need to be aware
and move the spots when the wind shifts. 

The lift was noticeably cyclic, an early flight
being initially awesome but a winch pulling out 
of the ground prompted a refly straight into far
more tricky conditions.  Many flights of the
more soggy slots ended up with the four craft in
a “klompie” and a last man down to a very
nervy finish.  

Brian, Ross and Fred started very well but
finished the day on a difficult note as the
conditions grew colder. 

Warren was still on a roll and comment was
made to “Rose-the-scorer” on Warren’s last
flight that Tim was the last chance to clip the
Cobra’s wings, never dreaming that Oom Tim
would also spoil what had so far been a good
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Bill Vos — Cumulative

best 2 Jan Mar Apr

1 Warren Butler 2000 1000 930 1000
2 Alan Sneedon 1923 872 995 928
3 John Coulson 1921 830 925 996
4 Tim Potter 1913 0 1000 913
5 Brad Conlon 1900 966 934 782
6 Dave Greer 1899 912 987 0
7 Fred Wittstock 1797 747 892 905
8 Paul Boswarva 1747 932 462 815
9 Ross Henderson 1675 843 832 755

1 0 Don Slatter 1641 816 440 825
11 Brian Fanning 1512 805 707 0
1 2 Ryan Nelson   (j) 1032 917 0 115
1 3 Sheldon Macglone 982 0 512 470
1 4 Dennis Bird 888 0 888 0
1 5 Adrian Baker 816 0 0 816
1 6 Simon Nelson 635 635 0 0

day for the other contender, Brad, and further-
more go on to scoop the event.  In fact, it is so
long since Tim took a Bill Vos event, it is
almost like Moto GP’s Rossi lifting the curse
on Gibernau! 

It is also interesting to note that if John and
Esprit had achieved his normal landing
consistency, he would have damn near taken
the day, again proving just what a discipline
thermal flying is.  Don’s Nongoma and the
inherent flutter got progressively worse to the
point where it was positively dangerous, and
one can only wonder why he simply does not
stay with the far more successful Star . . .? 

Warren retains his grip on the championship but 
the one throw away summary reveals an
exciting log jam ’tween second and sixth, only
24 points separating those pilots!

1 Tim Potter 1000 Graphite
2 Alan Sneedon 995 Graphite
3 Dave Greer 987 Esprit
4 Brad Conlon 934 Ellipse 3
5 Warren Butler 930 Cobra

6 John Coulson 925 Esprit
7 Fred Wittstock 892 Sagitta 100
8 Dennis Bird 888 Esprit
9 Ross Henderson 832 Ellipse 2

10 Brian Fanning 707 Illusion
11Sheldon McGlone 512 Spirit Elite
12 Paul Boswarva 462 Eish!
13 Don Slatter 440 Nongoma

Peter G Electric
1 Brad Conlon 1000 Mini Graphite
2 Warren Butler 959 od
3 Heldon McGlone 823 Cumulus
4 Paul Boswarva 643 Mini Graphite

Peter G Electric — Cumulative

Mar Apr

1 Brad Conlon 2000 1000 1000
2 Warren Butler 1895 959 936
3 Sheldon McGlone 1284 823 460
4 Paul Boswarva 1250 643 606
5 Simon Nelson 933 0 933

Found beside the door of the clubhouse at
Payson (Arizona) Flying Club — 

a rock suspended from a chain
with this notice beside it —

Payson Flying Field Met Station
Pilots’ Do-it-Yourself Weather Briefing

   Rock casts Shadow = Sun Shining
   Rock Swinging = Windy
   Rock Wet = Raining
   Rock White = Snowing
   UNO See Rock = UNO fly VFR
   Green side of Rock = North
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 March Model Massacre 
        (aka the 2006 MMS HTL #2)

Lionel Brink   

The two days of low cloud and drizzling rain
did nothing to dampen our spirits prior to
Sunday for the competition which yielded a
record HTL field with some of the best flying
and weather we have had all season.  

With a friendly atmosphere and relatively
challenging albeit informal format, the
Highveld Thermal League proved again to be
one of the finest intermediate level contests on
the MGA calendar.

Our day started early with laying out of the field 
(twice, to cater for variations in the predicted
and expected wind directions).  Planes and
winches were set up in record time so that the
pilots briefing could commence only
25 minutes later than advertised — also a new
record.  I would recommend that for future
events, the first slot / flight starts earlier than
10h00 as the 17h30 finish was late — maybe
too late for the winter events?  For the record
the request for strict observance of the safety
corridor generally appears to have been upheld

all day and we even had a large number of
spectators sitting only a short distance away
from the flight line much to their enjoyment
(especially considering some of the comments
and antics of pilots on landing).

We only had a few noteworthy incidents — but
these were fortunately limited to pilots trying to 
lose their landing points by stopping their
planes by themselves, or in Wolfgang’s case,
using his caller to BUMp it to a stop.  A
potentially serious incident was narrowly
averted by Mark’s quick reactions, when Kurt’s 
Eish! experienced some very serious glitching / 
interference.  We understand that Kurt's
frequency issue may have been caused by a
rogue pilot in the area potentially also on the
same frequency.  This was fortunately stopped
by Peter Joffe who happened to be driving by
and noticed this.  Many thanks to Peter for his
quick thinking and willingness to take action
too! 

 Before the Carnage Started 
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A note about the weather is important, as this
was as close to perfect as is possible.  A light
breeze, with only a little cloud, made sure that
we enjoyed tremendous thermal activity
throughout the day.  The closeness of the final
scores reflected just how important being able
to scratch for lift and precision landings are for
events such as these.  

It is therefore strange that we experienced the
model carnage that this March Model Massacre 
at MMS produced (Evan counted at least 12
wrecked models — a third of the field, and
hence the title of this report!).  I suspect that the
breakages alone must be something of a record, 
but would prefer not elaborate further due to
rather personal and terminal experience
regarding this.

One incident worthy of mention was Mark’s
Eish! that lost half a wing on launch — but he
was still able to fly the model safely down and
landed without further incident / damage,
mumbling something about “. . . making sure
about getting all those d . . . digital servos back
in one piece . . .”.  Well flown Mark!

Mark’s 11 /2  winged Eish! is pictured and
described after this article.

*
As a change to the 45 minute “open” round we
flew during 2005, we decided to hold the
competition in a matrixed format, teams of up
to 4 pilots competing in 6 rounds of 4 slots
each.  It took some time and many attempts to
matrix the entries, as late entries, and numerous 
frequency clashes occurred across the teams.

The lack of available alternates
created a real headache for the
organizer.  Thanks to everyone who 
did supply alternate frequencies,
and to those that did not, well you
certainly made the job a lot more
challenging ;-)  

The supplied score sheets &
matrices appeared to have worked
well for most of the time, and we
only had one team that briefly
challenged the matrixed sequence,
but thankfully this was all sorted
out without any clashes.

After three months of intense F3J practice, the
start of each slot was generally a little bit of an
anticlimax.  Allow me to explain — in F3J, the
pilot has a 10 minute working time to complete
the best possible flight time, so when working
time is called (each second after the start is
wasted time) and everyone tends to launch very 
quickly, en masse.  Now consider the HTL
where the teams are all lined up, winch lines are 
connected, pilots have twiddled the sticks to
confirm that the servos are moving, the CD
steps up and counts down 10 . . . 9 . . . 8 . . . 
 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . . . the flags drop, and . . .
nothing happens!  All rather underwhelming!

The pilots had 2 minutes in their 12 minute
working time in which to launch and still
achieve the 10 minute duration task, but
nobody really wanted to go first.  The funny
thing was that the pilots launching first

 The Flight Line — Rarin’ to go 

 Keeping your body perpendicular 
  to the wings is important?   
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generally appeared to take best advantage of
the air and we appear to have a record number
of maxed slots timed for the day.  

Ilma, our CD, was completely awesome
throughout the day and never wavered in her
enthusiasm (or timing) to start the slots, capture 
the scores, chat to the teams and spectators, and
personally taking each score sheet back to the
teams.

She noted that the 6 rounds were very long and
that a lot of people and models were relatively
exhausted by the end of round 5.  Maybe future
event hosts might consider reducing the
competition to 5 rounds only, possibly without
the throwaway round?

The results are attached, and I am sure that the
“what-if” (or “if only”) scenarios will be
heavily considered.  It is interesting to note that
we had 31 competitors, which is a reasonable
sized field for any gliding competition, let
alone the HTL.  I think this shows just how
important the intermediate level of thermal
competition is, which provides newbies with
the opportunity of extending their skills flying
with some of the top glider pilots in SA, who

simultaneously are also suitably challenged to
stay in form.

Please note that the provisional results
announced at the competition (available before
everyone had completed packing up) failed to
identify John Monk as a 2m pilot and
subsequently the attached results show some
positional changes wrt RES/100 and 2m.

Some memorable moments (these are only a
few that I observed):

• Craig Goodrum spearing his model into the
ground at 30 degrees for his first landing —
made it look so easy, but making the rest of
us mortals realize that just to land in the
same field that we launched from is our
achievement

• Gert Niewoudts’ awesome yellow thermal
eating monster — gently stopping with its
nose just under the spot in one of the most
controlled landings I have ever witnessed

• Stephane du Ponsel thermalling at tree top
height with his El Diablo for over 61/2
minutes at the very furthest extent of our
vision (note to self; just what Tx / Rx
combination does he use?) and still maxing
his flight time

• Craig Goodrum’s calling for the overall
winner, Conrad Klintworth, who
incidentally showed everyone how to fly
consistently well

• “Prepatation” Piet’s whistling speed-run
during his landing circuit with his new
RES/100 model

• The BERG teams’ unwavering willingness
to accept lone pilots into both of their
empty slots

• Being able to host people who traveled
some considerable distance for a local
event, including Frank, the Vaal crew, and
Evan J

• Having matrixed, normalized results and
prize giving completed by 17h00 and
everyone completed packing up by 17h30

• Chris McNeil’s Tsosti crashed during
launch and speared into the ground up to its

 Evan, about to launch Tsotsi 
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leading edge – without any serious damage
(these models are certainly built STRONG)

• Hugh’s team still managing to enter scores
for him in his absence — proving that
everyone was having good fun and a laugh
too

• The kind donation of their prize money to
the SA F3J team fund by some competitors
(as well as the announcement of the BERG
club recently donating R500 to the F3J
team)

• Some members of the erstwhile F3J team
flying flat-out (see photos below) during
the competition

• Evan’s OD flapped & wingletted Tsotsi. 
Codenamed “Flinglet”

• The overall spirit of friendship and
camaraderie that we shared at the event

 Chris’s model speared up to its LE 

Open
1 Conrad Klintworth 5000
2 Craig Goodrum 4999
3 Chris Adrian 4981
4 Dion Liebenberg 4927
5 Simon Tladi 4912
6 Prepatation Piet 4904
7 Herman Weber 4882
8 Paul Carnell 4845
9 Michelle Goodrum 4838

10 Mark Stockton 4774
11 Stephane du Ponsel 4751
12 Izak Theron 4678
13 Volney Klintworth 4659
14 Craig Barker 4609
15 Mike May 4576
16 John Monk 4432
17 Kurt Stockton 4424
17 Gert Nieuwoudt 4326
19 Rodney Goodrum 4154
20 Wolfgang Steffny 4147
21 Rudi King 4004
22 Lionel Brink 3948
23 Heinrich Notnagel 3696
24 Gordon Prahm 3644
25 Alan Drew 3321
26 Evan Shaw 3265
27 Joe Coetzer 2845
27 Tony Neerings 2294
29 Frank King 2135
30 Chris McNeil 1499
31 Charl Viviers 1284

 RES / 100
1 Preparation Piet 4904
2 Craig Barker 4609
3 John Monk 4432
4 Rudi King 4004
5 Heinrich Notnagel 3696
6 Gordon Prahm 3644
7 Evan Shaw 3265
8 Frank King 2135
9 Chris McNeil 1499

 Junior
1 Conrad Klintworth 5000
2 Simon Tladi 4912
3 Kurt Stockton 4424
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 2-metre
1 Craig Barker 4609
2 John Monk 4432
3 Rudi King 4004
4 Heinrich Notnagel 3696
5 Gordon Prahm 3644
6 Evan Shaw 3265
7 Frank King 2135
8 Chris McNeil 1499

 Clubs
1 Midrand MS 14 910
2 Eastern TB 14 654
3 Silverton GC 14 073
4 BERG 13 123
5 Vaal MG 8 755
6 Kyalami MS 3 321

 Teams
1 Goodies 19 748
2 Eastern TB 19 015
3 PBTK 17 897
4 ToFAR 17 249
5 Eagles 16 900
6 BERG 1 13 414
7 BERG 2 9 453
8 Vaal MG 8 755
9 JRA 3 321

F3B Pilots do it in three stages —
First they try to stay up for ten minutes . . .      
  then they see how far they can go in four minutes . . .

    then they do it as fast as they can.    

A vampire bat came flapping in from the
night face all covered in fresh blood and
parked himself on the roof of the cave to
get some sleep.

Pretty soon all the other bats smelt the
blood and began hassling him about
where he got it.

He told them to bugger off and let him get
some sleep but they persisted until finally
he gave in.

“Okay follow me” he said and flew out of
the cave with hundreds of excited bats
behind him.

Down through a valley they went across a 
river and into a huge forest.

Finally he slowed down and all other bats 
excitedly milled around him tongues
hanging out for blood.

“Do you see that large oak tree over
there?” he asked.

“YES YES YES!!!” the bats all screamed
in a frenzy.

“Good!” said the first bat because I damn 
well didn’t!”
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 Is “A Wing-and-a-Half” 
     better than 
       “A Wing-and-a-Prayer?

Mark Stockton

What happened to my Eish! was at the end of
round 2 I overshot the spot and nailed myself
(hence the zero landing).  This damaged the
wing in an area that turned out to have a dodgy
shear-web-to-bottom-spar-cap bond.

Then two rounds later transitioning into the
zoom I went into the sun — I think I might have 
put in a little more down than usual because of
this and pulled far too much negative ‘G’.  This
sheared off the right wing just inboard of the
end of the flap.

Thanks to timing more than anything else the
plane was in speed mode which seemed to
provide just the right amount of reflex to keep
things pretty stable. (Speed mode also has a
slightly softer set-up on roll around neutral and
disables crow so I couldn’t do something
stupid).  

All of the above allowed me
to keep the plane stable with a 
couple of extra mm of aileron
stick adjustment.  I then made 
every turn towards the intact
wing so that the plane’s
natural reaction would be to
correct itself.  I also made
sure that I kept the speed up
on the plane but again being
in speed mode (with its
suitable elevator preset) this
wasn’t too hard.

Towards the final moments of 
the flight I was fast running
out of safe space to touch
down as I was approaching
the flight line and winches

with trees and cars on the other side.  Quick
thinking by Stephane (my caller) saved the day
as he pointed out I could turn slightly and put it
down safely on one of the other spots.

I think the photo is exactly how it was found by
Charl.  The reason the flaps are deployed in the
photo is that I immediatly switched to my
back-up plane (in an attempt to salvage a score
for the round) and the failsafe on the Eish!
activated.

At the end of the day I’m very happy that all I
need to do is to make a new set of wings as
opposed to building a complete model. 

Regards
    Mark

In cyber-space nobody can hear your files scream!
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    See this 85% Pitts Special    
and many other huge models

       on DVD  R 200 to  R 260 

253 Lansdowne Road, Claremont 7700
(not far from Kenilworth Centre)

021 - 683 2168
(Alan & Andy Imrie)

ESky V3 Lama RTF helicopter

Twin Rotor (no tail-rotor)
Fly outdoors (if no wind!) or indoors

            R 1500
SA Modelling Magazine

       R 29.95 ea

The latest in
Synthesizer Receivers

JR RS-77S
PCM R 860

JR RS-70
PPM R 660

Multiplex
9-channel PPM (!)

dual battery & failsafe
    R 1199
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 Slope Report 

Sandy  

Well it’s that time of the month again — NO, I
mean the slope report . . . not . . . er . . . well
anyway here goes . . . 

I have had quite a lot going on since the last
time I wrote.  We have visited the TOSSERS a
couple of times, seen a couple of new slope
sites, and I have replaced my Whisper with an
Aeromod Aldij. 

Towards the middle of March, I got the urge to
buy another plane — I always get those urges,
but this time was stronger than ever, so I
contacted Cape Sailplanes to see what they had
in stock, specifically the very nice looking Mini 
Graphite.  

This is an Electric Glider of Note — with
Carbon / Kevlar moulded fuselage, and hollow
moulded wings, with flaps — sort of like a
slightly cheaper Opus, but very nice looking. 
Well I have been having thoughts about this
plane for a long time, as they do a slope version
of it.

Unfortunately Cape Sailplanes were out of
stock, as the last batch Mark brought in sold
like hot cakes.  This gave me time to consider
my options, and as usual I started my
investigations, and asking around, was told the
one and only and bestest possible slope plane
there is, is the Aldij — so I took another look.  

The Aldij is a super nice plane, but comes in a
rather unfinished state, so is not that suitable to
those of us with not much building expertise, as 

the standard version requires you to cut the
control surfaces out of the wings and tail
feathers, which obviously has to be accurately
done, and there is no margin for errors,
especially to mount the tail, setting both the
110deg and the incidence and decalage.  This
did not suit me at all, as I am not a builder of any 
note, and also have to ration my time between
flying and my family.  

So for a while it was looking good for the Mini
Graphit e and I was going to wait for the next
shipment that Cape Sailplanes was expecting,
although I was not so keen on the hollow
moulded wings, as I had to completely replace
the wing set on the Whisper after the second
flight, when I launched badly, and hit a tree!  

But then I found that I could get a new Aldij,
with control surfaces pre-done, and a hardware
kit for the same price as the standard one, so
after some rapid questioning of Martin and
Steve of the TOSSERS, who told me how I
could do the tail, and also very kindly lent me
the jig and incidence meter to do so, I started an
RC version of a boot sale, and sold a bunch of
stuff, including the Whisper and my Mini
Falcon and then I bought the Aldij .  

 This may look a bit of a Chinese Puzzle
but it’s the view up the very tail

showing the stab spars and the V-tail
control horns with ball-links 
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I must say I am very very happy with it, it flies
in fairly light conditions, as I have set up my
radio to do camber and reflex.  Even when most 
other planes are struggling to gain height, I
found that I could fairly easily speck it, and
having fitted a ballast tube that allows me to
add 900g of ballast, I had it flying in a huge
southeaster as well.   And it is super strong, with 
the standard Aeromod style of robust fibreglass 
and foam wings with fibreglass laid over the
foam and having carbon tows running the
length of the wings.

*  *  *
Last southeaster Wessie wrote about the SW
slope site down south that we went to look at — 
it was quite fun to see, especially seeing Wessie
park his Jazz on the top of the hill.  

This month, André and I went to take a look at
Smitswinkel, where the guys fly off the edge of
the road on a southeaster, overlooking the cove
just outside the reserve.  When we got there, we
found a couple of guys sitting around looking
rather lost, so we parked and went to check out
how it was going — funny how “The Lift was
Awesome” before we get there, and it
transpired that they had been flying quite
nicely, when the lift just suddenly dropped off,
and in fact three guys had gone down the hill to
retrieve a plane — 2 HOURS before!!!

Mmmm – makes one wonder at the lengths we
go to to get our fixes!!  Anyway, André being
André, decided to try it out with his Bee — to
find that when it is not working there it is NOT
WORKING!  In fact he got a sort of vacuum
reverse lift thing going, with the Bee being

sucked into the void — so he did an emergency
landing in the bushes before he too had to go
down to collect!  A BIG note here, you do not
want to put a plane down the front here, as it is
VERY thickly bushed, and pretty steep too! 
So, we then decided to go back to Redhill,
where I very successfully maidened my new
Aldij .

*  *  *
There has not been very much going on the
northwesterlies, so Signal Hill has been rather
quiet, other than André and me trying out a
fresh southeaster on the ‘wrong’ side.  Well we
can report it does work, but is extremely
turbulent, probably because the wind has to
swirl around Devil’s Peak before it crosses the
buildings in the CBD.  We are not sure of the
legalities of this, and are trying to find out, so
will report back.  

*  *  *
This past weekend there were northwesterlies
blowing through all weekend, and we
converged on Signal Hill on Saturday —
however so did the rain, and we spent a lot of
time either sitting in cars waiting for the rain to
go past, or under a tree, and in the afternoon the
wind started to gust and swing, so was great one 
second then really bad the next, and as I had
been told that there was “awesome lift” — yes
BEFORE I got there — I had loaded the Aldij
up with ballast!  

The wind started out nice and strong but when I
launched, I found little lift and was in a pretty
unhappy situation with a very heavy Aldij
dragging around the sky, and not gaining any
height.  Luckily I just managed to scrape
around to the landing zone, without the option
of going around, so put it in rather hard.  Did I
mention these are very strong planes?  I just
dinged a little of the epoxy/micro balloon
leading edge on one side where a branch
obviously got in the way.  If it had been a
hollow moulded wing, it may have been a
rather sad situation.  After that I removed all the 
ballast, and flew a couple more times before we 
called it a day when the wind swung full south,
and started coming from the gap between
Lion’s Head and the Mountain.  

 Aileon servo in wing join 
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Wessie was late coming to the Hill, and we
were worried that he had forgotten where it
was, and was on his way to either Red Hill or
Hermanus, as he has not been flying for a while, 
due to his new Shop and other commitments.

*  *  *
The only other noteworthy thing is that the Peg
Board is now permanently  installed on Signal
Hill.  After Wessie had arranged everything and 
we had gone up there, dug a hole, mixed some
cement and installed it, someone had spun it
round before the cement had set, so it came

loose.  Chris took it home in case someone
decided to lift it out, and then installed it back
into the cement with some epoxy, it is now
stuck hard.  So if you do go flying on Signals,
please ensure you take a couple of pegs with
you, as we are trying to educate flyers to use the 
board, and are finding that most people still do
not have pegs!

Cheers for now
       Sandy

- - - o o O o o - - -

Sandy included this picture with his article but didn’t
let on where he found it or where the site is.  I hope he
will supply some more detail for next month!

All I can say is . . . Wow!
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Present —
Klint Klintworth Piet Rheeders
Evan Shaw Malcolm Siebert
Ilma Stockton Izak Theron

Apologies  were received from —
John Monk Lionel Brink

Approval of  the Minutes of the previous
meeting was proposed by Evan seconded by
Malcolm after Klint requested that the budget
reflect the correct opening balance of
R7664.14. 

Treasurers Report  — Klint Klintworth
 Klint explained the various items budgeted
for the year.  He will amend the budget to
reflect R60 for bank interest instead of R25.

The budget reflects a net loss of R535 for the
year.   The “free” copies of the Southeaster
were discussed and agreed that they be called
“club copies” and are not specifically for
certain people as their own personal copies.

Budget for SIGs Committee
 Klint tabled and explained the budget to be
submitted to the SIG committee.  Everybody
present agreed it to be a fair reflection of the
MGA budget.  Klint will forward an electronic
copy to Evan to present to SAMAA together
with a covering letter.

Portfolios
F3J  — Piet Rheeders
 Piet has unfortunately missed out on a bit of
the latest practice sessions and the last F3J
competition due to unforeseen problems.  
The unfortunate incidents at the last
competition was discussed and agreed that it
was settled.  It was agreed that the inexperience
of the CD (although he was a willing volunteer) 
was partly to blame.  Klint expressed his
opinion that the main failing of the event was
the lack of proper promotion as there could
have been more entries. The event itself was

run well but with attrition of models there were
rounds where only two pilots were flying.  

Both the hosting club and the portfolio rep
should take ownership of the event in future
and try their best to follow and adhere to
guidelines laid out in the documents drawn up
by the MGA on event organization and the
timeline to follow.
F3B — Charles Flee
 Nothing to report.  The 1st team qualifier
will be at the Nationals.  The F3B qualification
procedure has been submitted to Peter Joffe to
be published in the SAMAA News.  Evan to
send it to Percy Atfield at SAMAA for
ratification.
F3K  — Stephane Du Ponsel
 There is talk of a world championship being
hosted within the next year or two.
Slope Soaring — Izak Theron
 Black Eagle event was very successful and
Izak suggested it become an annual event.  The
time of the year also generally a good time as it
isn’t that cold yet and wind generally quite
good this time of the year.  Evan offered to run
the organization next time.
Juniors — Ilma Stockton
 Simon qualified for the team during the last
F3J event but he does not have a plane to fly at
the moment.  Different options were discussed
on how to go about helping him to get flying as
soon as possible.  Ilma has two planes close to
completion but needs help to finish them off.
Evan and Piet offered to help finish the planes.
Ilma was asked to chase up different options for 
sponsorships for planes.  Kurt and Conrad have
been luckier but have or will have planes ready
to take to the world championships.

Postals  — John Lightfoot
 John had published the scores.  Nothing else
to report.

 Minutes of the 
   MGA Committee Meeting 
     held on Wednesday 23rd March 

(It should be noted that this is a condensed version of the Minutes for the information of readers.
It has been edited where practicable and should not be regarded as the Official Version. JL)
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G2K — John Monk
 Vaal Model Gliders have offered their field
to host the G2K Jamboree on the 8th April. 
It was decided to have it on the Saturday to
allow the KZN guys to participate.

F5X — Malcolm Siebert 
 Ilma suggested that Malcolm submit a
report to be published in the SAMAA news to
furher promote F5J.  

Malcolm has about 17 people on his database
flying F5J now.  A tentative booking for the
28-29th October has been made to hold an F5J
Nationals at the new Groengoud Electric
Gliding Club. This will also alleviate the
pressure on the Gliding Nationals if F5J is not
to be held at the same time. The calendar has
been modified to reflect this and Evan will
redistribute an updated copy.

Achievement Badges — Evan Shaw
 Quiet at the moment.  Ilma to submit our
Badge rules to SAMAA to see how they can
incorporate it into the SAMAA proficiency
system.

Thermal League — Lionel Brink 
 The HTL is running very well.  The next
event is this coming weekend.  The cancelled
HTL # 1 to be held on the 21st May at ETB’s
field as it was decided that the Volksrust venue
is just too tempting for the pilots to rather head
off to the slope.
Reports of Regional Delegates

Gauteng (Lionel Brink)
 It was noted that the WHRF AGM elected to 
join SAMAA and that the WHRF Committee
are embarking on a drive to encourage as many
WHRF members as possible to qualify for their
SAMAA proficiencies — this would include
SAMAA Eagle & Gull badges.   

Also noted that a new club has requested
SAMAA registration — it is located at Groen
Goud approx 47 km from the WHRF field.  We
understand that SAMAA have requested an
ICASA spectrum scan to identify any potential
issues due to the close proximity of these fields. 
No other regional reports received

MGA Communication
 Rules have been published on the F3X
website.  Some still need updating which Ilma
will get to as time allows.

Nationals — Venue & hosts
 BERG willing to host the event provided the 
date be shifted.  14-16 July suggested.  The
Friday will be dedicated to F3B hopefully 4
rounds.  One more round will be flown on the
Saturday and Sunday with the balance of the
two weekend days dedicated to Open Thermal
Duration and F3K.  F5J no longer needs to be
flown as there is now a dedicated F5J
Nationals.

Alternate location for future MGA meetings
 Aero Club will start charging as from 1st
April for the use of their boardroom and the
Pilots Lounge is also no longer available for
meetings. 

MGA not happy being affiliated to Aero Club
and still having to pay for the use of their
boardroom.  Piet will find out if the Olivedale
library will be available  and to notify everyone
before the next meeting.

Prize giving — 2005 Achievements
 Ilma feels that all the previous year’s
achievers be acknowledged at the following
year’s Nationals banquet.  The winners of the
National Postals HTL and G2K should get
mentioned at such an event and maybe
presented with a medal or certificate other than
the floating trophies/shields.

Hall of Fame
 Ilma suggested a Hall of Fame be published
on the F3X website.  The criteria for these
nominees should be that they are no longer
active in the model gliding scene.  Names such
as Jack Abbott Dieter Eberbach Bill Vos (?)
Albert Jordaan and Rob Street were mentioned
as examples.  Ilma to request nominee
submissions on MGASA.  Southeaster to
possibly include a writeup on a particular
individual in each issue.
Rules and Changes to Rules
 A rule freeze as per the FAI was suggested
by Ilma but not 4 years as they do.  It was stated
that it is basically already in effect.  Rules
changes are discussed by the committee and
agreed upon then publicised and implemented
for the next year.  Changes cannot be made
during the year.
The next meeting is scheduled for —

30th May 2006  venue to be advised.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Interrogation of a Sport Flier 

Anonymous

(This imaginary story from the Daydreams of a Soaring Enthusiast
was found in a recent issue of RCSD by Greg van Schaik — Thanks to both)

I got into a discussion with the president of a
club where I flew a contest not so long ago.  We
talked about why lots of guys show up if it’s
advertised as a “fun soar day” but not many
show up for contests.

I knew why but heck it’s just my opinion so I
asked him who would be a representative
“sport soarer” in the club.  I got this guy’s
address and headed over to his house where I
found him cutting the grass.  I snuck up behind
him and zapped him with my Phaser bundled
him into the trunk of my car and took off for the
motel.

I tied him to a chair with wing tape took off his
shirt and applied the new really aggressive
hinge tape I’d just acquired all over his hairy
back and chest.

I brought him back to reality by spritzing some
CA kicker under his nose and began my
interrogation (getting material for an article you 
understand) asking the same question over and
over again . . .

Why don’t you fly your Club Contests?

And I wasn’t too pleased with his response.

“I’m not interested in competitions . . .”

Yep I could see it was going to be a long night
before I’d make it through all the canned
“reasons”.

RRIPPP! — I pulled off a piece of tape . . .

“Yeeow!  It’s too much stress!”  RRIPPP!

“No full size plane sticks its nose in the
ground for a landing!”   RRIPPP!

“I don’t need to prove anything!”   RRIPPP!

“It’s not fun!”  RRIPPP!

“Cuz I don’t own a stopwatch!”  RRIPPP!

I finally ran out of hinge tape and considered
clipping pieces of carbon pushrod to use under
his fingernails.  I was close to him finally
’fessing up with the truth . . .  It was getting late
and I had an 08h30 pilots’ meeting next day so
it was time to get serious and pull out all the
stops.  Yep the one thing that will break any
sailplaner . . .

I reached for his wallet . . .

“Okay okay!!!  I’ll tell you why us sport
soarers don’t come to contests.  It’s because we 
aren’t PREPARED!  We never practise.  Heck
we aren’t sure how to practise.  When we come 
to the field we don’t have a talking timer to
count down specific amounts of flight time
and we never have a target to land at!

“So when contest day comes up we aren’t
comfortable suddenly being expected to
control the sailplane on purpose!  We just
aren’t prepared and that makes us feel like we
aren’t welcome.

“We love to fly and want to fly and want to fly
every opportunity.  We want to join in the fun
those contest guys seem to have!  We just
haven’t practised and don’t have the
confidence to feel we belong.”

Now that I had him talking I couldn’t get him to
shut up . . .

“When I turned 16 there were eight of us in our
town who went down to get our driver’s
licences.  When we got there there were some
government guys conducting some experiment
— they separated us into two groups of four.

I found I was in the “Sport Drivers” group —
the other group were “Elitists”.

“Those poor Elitists really got screwed!  Us
Sport Drivers were taken to a 100 acre driving
area that had no obstructions and was
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surrounded by thick soft rubber bumpers.  The
instructor assigned each of us a car showed us
how to start it and make it go but that was it.  He 
may have mentioned something about a
“brake” but there was really no need.  Mostly
all we had to do was to stay away from each
other.  It was a ball!  We could drive anywhere
any way fast or slow.  On weekends we’d go
out and drive around for hours on end — we’d
do circles and figure-eights and pretty much
just drive around.  It was great and we did it for
about two years.  Near the end it got kinda
boring.

“The Elitists had it really bad.  They had to go
to classes and were forced to place their hands
on certain spots on the steering wheel.  They
even had to shift their hands in a certain way
when turning.  They had to drive in skinny
lanes and could only trive in one direction in
certain lanes.  And they were restricted to
certain speeds as well.  Uck!  Seemed like a lot
of work for nothing.

“The instructors would make them do really
hard boring stuff over and over — things called
U-turns and three-point-turns and paralle
parking.  Then even made them back up with
trailers hooked to their cars.  As the two years
went on the Elitist group was made to do more
and more boring and scary stuff like driving in
rush-hour traffic with lots of other cars packed
in really close and driving really fast on
freeways — or drive downtown and park in
really tight spots.  We couldn’t figure out why
they would bother with stuff like that since
mostly all we did to stop was to just let the car
coast until it stopped somewhere on the driving
area.  

“Sure it was a hassle ’coz it could be a real long
walk back to the entrance but it sure was a lot
easier than what those poor Elitists had to put
up with.

“Imagine this — their driving area had lots of
weird obstacles called stop signs and stop lights 
and their instructors would make them practise
making their cars stop with its front wheels on a 
thick white line — every time!  And if they
missed it they would get penalty cards called
“tickets” which they had to pay fines for!

“While we got bored with driving near the end
of that two years the Elitists were sooo brain-
washed by the government men that they
couldn’t wait for the next driving class.  They’d
actually run to get there!

The abuse to the Elitist group didn’t stop there.
Their instructors even had them doing math. 
They’d have to figure out how long it would
take to get from one place to another traveling
at specific set speeds which only varied
depending on signs posted along the way.

“Anyway near the end of those two years us
Sport Drivers pretty much hardly even went to
the driving area.  Sure we had fun driving
around with no rules no requirements and no
need to fine tune our control — at least for a
while.

“Little did we realise the atrocity of the
diabolical evil of this government experiment
— but that wasn’t to be revealed until just
before the Senior Prom . . .

“This gorgeous girl who I had been in love with
since grade school came up to me and asked me 
if I would take her to the prom.  She said she
planned on having all the fun that was the stuff
of dreams!  However she said she would only
go with me if I agreed to drive her!

“How could I?  I mean I had never had to keep
my car in a lane or at a specific speed and what
would happen if I had to do one of those parallel 
park things and ended up smashing into
something?  I couldn’t bear the pressure and
possible embarrassment.  I just wasn’t
prepared!

I told her thanks for the offer but I was only a
“Sport Driver” — I just do it for fun!  How
could I admit that I wasn’t prepared?

She ended up marrying one of the Elitist
Drivers.

*  *  *
It was at this point that I woke up!  Such a sad
story!  But it gave me a few ideas that I wanted
to share with you the Club Leaders entrusted
with keeping the Club more than just ticking
over —
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Try holding short clinics or instruction periods
on things like —

• How to Trim for that First Flight

• How to get Best Height from a Launch

• How to Fly a Proper Landing Approach

• How to Look for Lift

• How to Recognise Lift when you Find It!

Encourage members to run a stopwatch on
every flight and to throw down a hat or
something to aim at on every landing.

Possibly most important of all — the Sport
Flier must not be forced into anything.  He can
be persuaded to want to improve . . . that he’s
welcome to join in and that any lack of
expertise on his part is not a problem — where
can he better learn than from the “Elitists”.

Help your members to learn to control their
sailplanes and maybe they’ll become one of
those “Elitists” — the guys who have so much
fun in the hobby that theyget up at 5 am to drive
hundreds of miles in the rain to make a

9 o’clock pilots’ briefing only to find that the
landing is some crazy shaped spot and the
variable times for the tasks require a math
degree to work them out.  Who have so much
fun that even after losing a $1000 plane are on
the phone that Monday ordering a replacement.
And a week later, shaking in the throes of
withdrawal symptoms, is back on the phone
promising to expose the supplier’s lousy
service on the Internet if the package doesn’t
appear within 24 hours!

Possibly one of the best ways to build up
contest participation is to arrange a Pro-Am
event where a Novice pilot is teamed up with an 
experienced one to share knowledge and
experience.  This is a tremendous builder of
team spirit!

*  *  *
Damn . . . I forgot to untie that guy when I
checked out . . . Ooops!  Maybe I’ll remember
to untie him in my next dream?

- - - o o O o o - - -

 Ooops!       
A father put his three year old daughter to bed
told her a story and listened to her prayers
which she ended by saying “God bless mommy
God bless daddy God bless grandma and
good-bye grandpa.”

The father asked “Why did you say good-bye
grandpa?”  The little girl said “I don’t know
daddy it just seemed like the thing to do.”

The next day grandpa died.  Father thought it
was a strange coincidence.

A few months later the father put the girl to bed
and listened to her prayers which closed with
“God bless mommy God bless daddy and
good-bye grandma.  Next day the grandmother
died.  My gosh thought the father this kid is in
contact with the other side.

Several weeks later when the girl was going to
bed the Dad heard her say ”God bless mommy
and good-bye daddy.”  He practically went into

shock.  Couldn’t sleep all night and got up at the 
crack of dawn to go to his office.  He was
nervous as a cat all day, had lunch sent in and
watched the clock.  He figured if he could get
by until midnight he would be okay.

He felt safe in the office so instead of going
home at the end of the day he stayed there
drinking coffee looking at his watch and
jumping at every sound.  Finally, midnight
arrived he breathed a sigh of relief and went
home.

When he got home his wife said “I’ve never
seen you work so late what’s the matter?”  He
said “I don’t want to talk about it I’ve just spent
the worst day of my life.” 

She said “You think you had a bad day . . . 
you’ll never believe what happened to me . . . 

This morning the mailman dropped dead on our 
porch!”


